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Abstract
We discuss a generalization of Chern-Simons theory in three dimensions based on
Leibniz (or Loday) algebras, which are generalizations of Lie algebras. Special
cases of such theories appear in gauged supergravity, where the Leibniz algebra is
defined in terms of the global (Lie) symmetry algebra of the ungauged limit and an
embedding tensor. We show that the Leibniz algebra of generalized diffeomorphisms
in exceptional field theory can similarly be obtained from a Lie algebra that describes
the enhanced symmetry of an ‘ungauged phase’ of the theory. Moreover, we show
that a ‘topological phase’ of E8p8q exceptional field theory can be interpreted as a
Chern-Simons theory for an algebra unifying the three-dimensional Poincare´ algebra
and the Leibniz algebra of E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms.
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1 Introduction
Chern-Simons actions define topological field theories in three dimensions (3D) [1] and arise in
numerous contexts, for instance: as part of string theory and supergravity compactified to (or
constructed in) 3D [2]; as a powerful framework for knot theory [3]; and as effective field theories
for the quantum Hall effect (see [4] for a review). Moreover, pure gravity and supergravity in 3D
have an interpretation as Chern-Simons theories [5,6], as have their higher-spin generalizations,
which in turn led to new toy-models for AdS/CFT [7,8].
In general, a Lie algebra that admits an invariant quadratic form defines a gauge invariant
Chern-Simons action for a Yang-Mills gauge field in 3D. In this paper we will show that there is a
larger class of algebraic structures that allow for consistent Chern-Simons theories: the Leibniz
(or Loday) algebras [9]. They are defined by a ‘product’ that is not necessarily antisymmetric
but satisfies a Jacobi-like identity. In the case that the product is antisymmetric, this identity
coincides with the Jacobi identity and hence the algebra reduces to a Lie algebra. Genuine
Leibniz algebras do exist, however, and define a gauge invariant Chern-Simons action, provided
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they admit a quadratic form satisfying suitable invariance conditions. Such algebras and their
associated Chern-Simons actions have already appeared in the literature, notably in duality
covariant formulations of gauged supergravity (in the ‘embedding tensor formalism’ [10, 11])
and of 11-dimensional or type IIB supergravity (in ‘exceptional field theory’ [12–14]). In this
paper we will discuss Leibniz-Chern-Simons theories from a more abstract point of view that
allows us, at least partially, to elevate the analogy between gauged supergravity and exceptional
field theory to a technically precise correspondence.
Exceptional field theory (ExFT) is a formulation of the spacetime actions of 11-dimensional
or type IIB supergravity that is covariant under the U-duality groups Edpdq, d “ 2, . . . , 9. To
this end, the spacetime is extended, in the spirit of double field theory [15–18], so that the co-
ordinates transform covariantly under Edpdq, subject to (duality covariant) section constraints.
ExFT was developed in [19–21]; see [22–34] for previous and subsequent work. In this paper we
will mainly focus on the E8p8q ExFT [13], whose bosonic field content consists of a ‘dreibein’ eµa,
an E8p8q valued metric MMN , M,N “ 1, . . . , 248, and two gauge vectors AµM , BµM . All fields
depend on the 248 coordinates YM in the adjoint of E8p8q, subject to the section constraints,
and on (unconstrained) external 3D coordinates xµ. The theory is invariant under generalized
external and internal diffeomorphisms of the xµ and YM , respectively. The internal diffeomor-
phism symmetry, when properly formulated, is governed by a Leibniz algebra rather than a Lie
algebra. In particular, the vector fields, which act as gauge fields for the generalized internal
diffeomorphisms, naturally combine into a Leibniz valued gauge field Aµ ” pAµM , BµM q, and
enter the action precisely in a Leibniz-Chern-Simons form [14].
As one of our main technical results, we exhibit the close parallel between the Leibniz alge-
bra structures (and their Chern-Simons actions) in gauged supergravity and ExFT by showing
that in both frameworks the Leibniz algebras can be obtained by means of the same universal
construction using an ‘embedding tensor’. Specifically, in gauged supergravity the structure
constants of the gauge algebra are defined in terms of a Lie algebra g that encodes the global
symmetry of the ungauged theory, and an embedding tensor, which in 3D is a symmetric second
rank tensor on the dual space g˚. Typically, the embedding tensor is degenerate and not invari-
ant under the action of g, which implies that the resulting structure constants in general do not
define a Lie algebra on g˚. They define, however, a Leibniz algebra [35,36]. We will then show
that there is a completely analogous construction in ExFT, starting from an ‘ungauged phase’
that is invariant under significantly enhanced global symmetries. In contrast to the full ExFT,
this symmetry is governed by a genuine Lie algebra: the semi-direct sum of the Lie algebra of
(infinitesimal) 248-dimensional diffeomorphisms and the current algebra of Y -dependent e8p8q
transformations. The quadratic invariant of the E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms can then be
taken as the embedding tensor, which yields precisely the expected Leibniz algebra.
As a further application of the general framework of Leibniz-Chern-Simons theories, we will
show that a certain topological subsector of the E8p8q ExFT can be interpreted as a Chern-
Simons theory based on an enlarged Leibniz algebra. This ‘topological phase’ consists of a
(covariantized) 3D Einstein-Hilbert term and topological terms for the gauge vectors. Pure
3D gravity has an interpretation as a Chern-Simons theory based on the Poincare´ or (A)dS
group [5, 6], and we will show here that there is an enlarged Leibniz algebra combining the
Poincare´ algebra with the algebra of generalized diffeomorphisms, with the former acting on
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the latter by certain ‘anomalous’ transformations. We show that this algebra can again be
obtained from an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra g and an embedding tensor on g˚ that acts
as the symmetric invariant of the full Leibniz algebra. The corresponding Chern-Simons action
precisely reproduces the topological sector of the E8p8q ExFT, and we prove that the resulting
gauge transformations are equivalent to those following from [13], as it must be for consistency.
One may view this theory as a 3D Chern-Simons theory with an infinite-dimensional ‘gauge
group’, whose algebra structure is encoded in the Y -dependence of all fields and gauge pa-
rameters.1 Accordingly, the theory still encodes genuinely 11-dimensional dynamics (or 10-
dimensional dynamics, depending on the solution of the section constraint) and in particular is
invariant under 11-dimensional diffeomorphisms, albeit formulated for a ‘3`8 foliation’. While
this theory is topological and hence does not describe Einstein (super-)gravity in D “ 11, it is
part of the full E8p8q ExFT that encodes the complete 11-dimensional supergravity.
Formally, this topological phase is obtained by setting MMN “ 0 in the action and gauge
transformations. Of course, this is not strictly legal in that MMN was assumed to be E8p8q
valued and hence invertible, but we will show that setting MMN “ 0 does respect all gauge
symmetries. Thus, while the resulting theory is not expected to be a consistent truncation (in
the technical sense that any solution of the truncated theory can be uplifted to a solution of the
full theory) it is nonetheless ‘consistent’ by itself in that it has as much gauge symmetry as the
full theory. In particular, this allows us, for this subsector, to make the external diffeomorphism
symmetry manifest, which in the conventional formulation acts in an intricate way and so far
could only be verified by tedious computations.
We close with some general remarks. The topological subsector of the E8p8q ExFT, for which
we here provide a Chern-Simons interpretation, is obtained by truncating the ‘physical’ degrees
of freedom that in 3D are entirely encoded in MMN . A natural and certainly legal way to
do so would be to set it to a constant invertible matrix, say MMN “ δMN . However, any
such choice would break part of the duality symmetry, here from E8p8q to SOp16q, while the
topological theory still features the full E8p8q duality. Thus, this theory appears to be some kind
of ‘unbroken phase’. While we have no a priori reason to assume that this theory by itself has
some physical role to play within string/M-theory, the fact that it exists and has such a natural
Chern-Simons interpretation is certainly intriguing. Regardless of whether the topological sector
does or does not make physical sense by itself, it is part of the full E8p8q ExFT, and so it would
be important to see whether the Leibniz algebra structure also simplifies the ‘matter couplings’
including MMN , a question to which we hope to come back to. We will also show that the large
Leibniz algebra can be modified to (A)dS gravity. Again, it would be important to investigate
whether this (topological) AdS theory by itself has a physical interpretation within M-theory.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In sec. 2 we discuss Leibniz algebras
and their associated Chern-Simons theories in an ‘invariant’ (or index-free) formulation that is
appropriate for general applications. Sec. 3 is mainly a review of the Leibniz algebra underlying
the internal gauge symmetries of the E8p8q ExFT. In this we hope to present several results that
are scattered through the literature, see [13, 14, 33], in a self-contained fashion. Then we turn
1This is similar to Vasiliev’s higher-spin gravity in 3D, whose higher-spin algebra is defined through the
dependence on additional coordinates [37], with a Chern-Simons formulation for the topological sector.
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in sec. 4 to one of our main constructions, to show that the Leibniz algebra of E8p8q general-
ized diffeomorphisms can be interpreted in terms of a suitably formulated embedding tensor
formalism. Finally, in sec. 5, we define a Leibniz algebra combining (an infinite-dimensional
extension of) the 3D Poincare´ algebra and the E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms. We prove
that the resulting Chern-Simons theory is equivalent to the topological subsector of the E8p8q
ExFT. We also present a generalization that includes a cosmological constant. Our conclusions
and outlook are in sec. 6, while in the appendix we discuss the extension of the embedding
tensor formalism to higher dimensions.
2 Leibniz algebras and their Chern-Simons theories
In this section we give a general discussion of 3D Chern-Simons theories based on Leibniz
algebras. In the first subsection we introduce Leibniz algebras and their associated Yang-Mills-
like vector gauge fields. In the second subsection we discuss the invariance conditions on a inner
product and prove that the corresponding Chern-Simons action is gauge invariant.
2.1 Leibniz algebras and their gauge fields
A Leibniz (or Loday) algebra is a vector space X0 equipped with a ‘product’ ˝ satisfying for
any vectors x, y, z the Leibniz identity
x ˝ py ˝ zq “ px ˝ yq ˝ z ` y ˝ px ˝ zq . (2.1)
If x ˝ y is antisymmetric in x, y, this reduces to the Jacobi identity, and hence the algebra
reduces to a Lie algebra. In the following sections we will give examples of genuine Leibniz
algebras and thereby go beyond Lie algebras.
An immediate consequence of (2.1) is that the product defines transformations
δxy “ Lxy ” x ˝ y , (2.2)
that close and hence generalize the adjoint action of a Lie algebra. (Here we introduced the
notation Lx of (generalized) Lie derivatives that will be employed later.) To see that (2.2)
closes we compute
rLx,Lysz ” LxpLyzq ´ LypLxzq
“ x ˝ py ˝ zq ´ y ˝ px ˝ zq
“ px ˝ yq ˝ z
“ Lx˝yz ,
(2.3)
using the Leibniz identity (2.1) from the second to the third line. Note that the left-hand side of
(2.3) is manifestly antisymmetric in x, y, but the right-hand side is not. Thus, antisymmetrizing
on both sides of the equation we obtain
rLx,Lysz “ Lrx,ysz , (2.4)
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while symmetrization on both sides yields
0 “ Ltx,yuz , (2.5)
where we introduced the symmetrization and antisymmetrization of the product:
tx, yu ” 12px ˝ y ` y ˝ xq ,
rx, ys ” 12px ˝ y ´ y ˝ xq .
(2.6)
The symmetric bracket t , u measures the failure of the product to define a Lie algebra. Impor-
tantly, even the antisymmetric bracket r , s does not define a Lie algebra if t , u is non-vanishing,
for then the Jacobi identity is not satisfied. However, the resulting ‘Jacobiator’ acts trivially
according to (2.5).
The subspace U generated by symmetrized products tv, wu forms an ideal2 which according
to (2.5) we will refer to as the ideal of trivial vectors. Thus Lu “ 0 , @u P U . In general, the
Leibniz algebra may contain further vectors outside of U whose generalized Lie derivative (2.2)
on all other vectors vanishes. In the following it will often be convenient to represent this ideal
as the image of a linear map D : X1 Ñ U , where X1 is a subspace of the symmetric tensor
product X0 bsym X0 (which typically corresponds to the space of two-form gauge fields of the
theory). Explicitly, this corresponds to a representation of the symmetrized products as
tx, yu “ 12Dpx ‚ yq , (2.7)
where ‚ denotes a bilinear symmetric pairing X0 bsym X0 Ñ X1. This bilinear map is defined
by (2.7) only up to contributions in the kernel of D, which has consequences for the tensor
hierarchies (or L8 algebras) to be discussed momentarily, but it turns out that the related
subtleties are immaterial for the 3D constructions in this paper.
After this introductory discussion, our goal is now to develop generalizations of Yang-Mills
gauge theories for Leibniz algebras. In the same way that one introduces for gauge groups
of Lie type one-forms taking values in the adjoint representation, we now introduce one-forms
A “ Aµdxµ taking values in the Leibniz algebra, of which we think as the representation space of
the generalized adjoint action (2.2). As in Yang-Mills theory we define a gauge transformation
w.r.t. to a Leibniz-algebra valued gauge parameters λ:
δλAµ “ Dµλ ” Bµλ ´ Aµ ˝ λ . (2.8)
In contrast to conventional Yang-Mills theory, these transformations as such are not quite
consistent, because they do not close by themselves. An explicit computation using (2.7) shows
rδλ1 , δλ2sAµ “ Dµrλ2, λ1s `Dpλr1 ‚Dµλ2sq . (2.9)
The first term on the right-hand side takes the form of δ12Aµ, with λ12 “ rλ2, λ1s, but the
second term spoils closure. This suggests to postulate a new gauge symmetry with one-form
parameter λµ (living in the space X1 in which x ‚ y takes values):
δλAµ “ Dµλ ´ Dλµ , (2.10)
2 The results of [39] then imply that this algebraic structure forms part of an L8 algebra [40]. See also [41–43].
We will leave a more detailed discussion of the significance of such algebras in this context for future work.
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for then we have closure according to rδλ1 , δλ2sAµ “ Dµλ12 ´Dλ12µ, where
λ12 “ rλ2, λ1s , λ12µ “ λr2 ‚Dµλ1s . (2.11)
The one-form gauge symmetry is also needed in order for exact parameters λ “ Da to yield
trivial transformations. Indeed, from (2.10) it then follows that δAµ “ 0 for λµ “ Dµa. More
precisely, here we have to assume that the space in which λµ lives is a representation space of
the Leibniz algebra, so that there is a well-defined action of L and hence a notion of covariant
derivative, and that D is ‘covariant’ in that it commutes with generalized Lie derivatives. This
is satisfied for all explicit examples.
The new one-form gauge parameter can be associated to a new two-form gauge potential
Bµν taking values in the same space. Indeed, in order to define a gauge-covariant field strength
such a two-form is needed, because the naive Yang-Mills field strength for Aµ in terms of the
antisymmetric bracket r , s in (2.6) is not gauge covariant. Again, the failure of covariance is D
exact, and so can be fixed by setting
Fµν “ BµAν ´ BνAµ ´ rAµ, Aνs ` DBµν , (2.12)
and postulating appropriate gauge transformations for Bµν . One may then define a gauge
covariant field strength for Bµν , which in turn requires three-forms. This construction, which
in general proceeds to higher and higher forms, is referred to as ‘tensor hierarchy’ [44]. In this
paper we will focus on 3D, and it turns out that the two- and higher forms are not needed in
order to write a gauge invariant action. Thus, we will not further develop the tensor hierarchy,
and leave a more general discussion of tensor hierarchies for Leibniz algebras to future work.
2.2 Invariant inner product and Chern-Simons action
We now turn to the construction of gauge invariant Chern-Simons actions, for which we need
an inner product satisfying suitable invariance conditions. Thus, we assume the existence of a
symmetric bilinear (but not necessarily non-degenerate) quadratic form, i.e., a mapping of two
vectors x, y of the Leibniz algebra to a number xx, yy, satisfying δzxx, yy “ 0 or
xz ˝ x, yy ` xx, z ˝ yy “ 0 , (2.13)
for arbitrary x, y, z. This property is analogous to that of invariant quadratic forms of Lie
algebras. It turns out that we need in addition a ‘higher’ invariance condition, corresponding
to the need discussed above to introduce higher-form symmetries. Specifically, we need to
impose
xx, Uy “ 0 , (2.14)
for arbitrary vectors x in the Leibniz algebra and the ideal U of trivial vectors. Indeed, we can
think of this condition as an invariance condition under the ‘gauge transformation’ xÑ x`Da,
as in (2.10). (More precisely, this would be the invariance condition of xx, xy, but by polarization
this implies the invariance of the bilinear form in general.) Note that (2.14) implies that for non-
trivial D (i.e., for non-trivial t , u or genuine Leibniz algebras) the bilinear form is degenerate.
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Let us next specialize to 3D and define a Chern-Simons action for Leibniz valued gauge
vectors Aµ. Using the inner product, we can write
S “
ż
d3x εµνρ
@
Aµ , BνAρ ´ 13Aν ˝Aρ
D
, (2.15)
where we denote by εµνρ the constant Levi-Civita symbol defining a tensor density. Thus, this
action is manifestly invariant under 3D diffeomorphisms and is topological.
In order to prove the gauge invariance of this action under (2.10), it is convenient to first
determine its variation under arbitrary δA. We compute
δAS “
ż
d3x εµνρ
´@
δAµ , 2 BνAρ
D´ 13@δAµ , Aν ˝AρD
` 23
@
Aρ, Aν ˝ δAµ
D` 23@Aµ, tAν , δAρuD¯
“
ż
d3x εµνρ
´@
δAµ , 2 BνAρ ´Aν ˝Aρ
D ` 13@Aµ,DpAν ‚ δAρqD¯ ,
(2.16)
where we discarded a total derivative, used the invariance condition (2.13), and (2.7). We
now observe that the final term in here vanishes by the ‘higher’ invariance condition (2.14).
Moreover, for the same reason, we can add the two-form term in (2.12) to the first term to
write the final result in the manifestly covariant form
δAS “
ż
d3x εµνρ
@
δAµ ,Fνρ
D
. (2.17)
At this point it is important to recall that the bilinear form in general is degenerate, so this
relation does not imply that the field equations are F “ 0. The field equations only imply that
a suitable projection of the field strength vanishes.
It is now easy to verify gauge invariance under δAµ “ Dµλ. Inserting this transformation
into (2.17) and integrating by parts, we need to compute DrµFνρs. In contrast to Lie algebras,
this is not zero in general, but the failure of the naive Bianchi identity is necessarily writable in
terms of t , u and thus, by (2.7), is D exact. It then follows with (2.14) that the action is invari-
ant. Similarly, by (2.14), the Chern-Simons action is invariant under the gauge transformations
associated to the two-form, δAµ “ ´Dλµ, despite the two-form not entering the Chern-Simons
action. Summarizing, we have shown that any Leibniz algebra that admits a quadratic form
satisfying the invariance conditions (2.13) and (2.14) defines a gauge invariant Chern-Simons
action in 3D.
3 Leibniz algebra of E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms
In this section we review the gauge structure of internal generalized diffeomorphisms of the E8p8q
ExFT and show that they can be interpreted as a Leibniz algebra with invariant quadratic form,
for which the corresponding Chern-Simons action precisely yields the topological terms for the
gauge vectors of E8p8q ExFT.
We begin by recalling a few generalities of E8p8q and the associated generalized Lie deriva-
tives. The Lie algebra e8p8q is 248-dimensional, with generators ptM qNK “ ´fMNK and struc-
ture constants fMNK , where M,N “ 1, . . . , 248 are adjoint indices. The maximal compact
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subgroup is SOp16q, under which the adjoint representation decomposes as 248 Ñ 120‘ 128.
The invariant Cartan-Killing form is defined by ηMN “ 160fMKLfNLK , which we freely use to
raise and lower adjoint indices. We next need some properties of the tensor product 248b248,
which decomposes as
248b 248 Ñ 1‘ 248‘ 3875‘ 27000‘ 30380 . (3.1)
It contains the adjoint 248, and the corresponding projector is given by:
PMNKL “ 1
60
fMNP f
PK
L (3.2)
“ 1
30
δMpNδ
K
Lq ´
7
30
pP3875qMKNL ´ 1
240
ηMKηNL ` 1
120
fMKP f
P
NL ,
while the projector onto the 3875 reads
pP3875qMKNL “ 1
7
δMpN δ
K
Lq ´
1
56
ηMK ηNL ´ 1
14
fPN
pM fPLKq . (3.3)
We next introduce functions or fields depending on coordinates YM living in the adjoint
representation, subject to the E8p8q covariant ‘section constraints’
ηMNBM b BN “ 0 , fMNKBN b BK “ 0 , pP3875qMNKLBK b BL “ 0 . (3.4)
This constraint is to be interpreted in the sense that for any two fields (or gauge parameters)
A,B we have ηMNBMBNA “ ηMNBMA BNB “ 0, and similarly for the other conditions in
(3.4). These constraints are necessary in order to define consistent generalized Lie derivatives,
to which we turn now. The generalized Lie derivative is defined with respect to two gauge
parameters ΛM , ΣM , and acts on an adjoint vector V
M (which may carry an intrinsic density
weight λ) as
LrλspΛ,ΣqVM “ ΛNBNVM ` fMNKRNV K ` λ BNΛNVM , (3.5)
where we defined
RM ” fMNK BNΛK ` ΣM . (3.6)
It is important that the gauge parameter ΣM is not arbitrary, for otherwise we could simply
absorb the Λ-dependent terms in (3.6) into a redefinition of Σ. Rather, Σ is ‘covariantly
constrained’ in the sense that it is subject to the same ‘sections constraints’ (3.4) as the partial
derivatives. Specifically, (3.4) holds for any two factors being partial derivatives or covariantly
constrained, e.g.,
ηMNBM b ΣN “ 0 , fMNKBN b ΣK “ 0 , pP3875qMNKLBK b ΣL “ 0 . (3.7)
As a consequence of these section constraints, we have ‘trivial’ gauge parameters, i.e., gauge
parameters that do not generate transformations on fields. These include parameters of the
form
ΛM “ ηMNΩN ,
ΛM “ pP3875qMKNL BKχNL ,
ΛM “ fMNK ΩNK , ΣM “ BMΩNN ` BNΩMN ,
(3.8)
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where ΩM is covariantly constrained, and ΩM
N is covariantly constrained in the first index.
Let us now turn to the gauge structure, which will be governed by a Leibniz algebra. In
order to uncover this algebraic structure it is instrumental to group the two gauge parameters
into the ‘doubled’ object
Υ “ `ΛM ,ΣM˘ , (3.9)
so that the second component is a covariantly constrained object. We now define the product
Υ1 ˝Υ2 ”
´
Lr1sΥ1Λ2M , L
r0s
Υ1
Σ2M ` Λ2NBMRN pΥ1q
¯
, (3.10)
where the Lie derivatives act as in (3.5), with the density weights indicated in square paren-
thesis, and RpΥq is defined by (3.6). The (generalized) Lie derivative terms represent the naive
‘covariant’ action on Υ “ pΛ,Σq, but the ‘anomalous’ term containing BMRN is crucial for the
following.
In order to prove that this indeed defines a Leibniz algebra it is convenient to use the product
(3.10) to define a generalized Lie derivative on a ‘doubled vector’ A, with components of the
same type as (3.9), as
LΥA ” Υ ˝A . (3.11)
The Leibniz algebra relation is then equivalent to the closure condition“LΥ1 ,LΥ2‰A “ LrΥ1,Υ2sA , (3.12)
where the bracket r , s is the antisymmetrization of the Leibniz algebra (3.10), c.f. (2.6). The
equivalence of the above closure condition to the Leibniz algebra relation follows as in (2.3).
The proof of (3.12) proceeds by an explicit computation. We do not display this computation,
apart from noting the useful relations
RM prΥ1,Υ2sq “ 2 Λr1NBNRM pΥ2sq ` fMNKRN pΥ1qRKpΥ2q , (3.13)
which is sufficient for proving closure of (3.5), and
BMRN prΥ1,Υ2sq “ Lr´1sΥ1
`BMRN pΥ2q˘´ Lr´1sΥ2 `BMRN pΥ1q˘ , (3.14)
which can be verified by taking the derivative of (3.13) and using the Lemma (2.13) of [13]. For
more details we refer to Appendix A in [14].
According to the general scheme discussed in sec. 2, the symmetrization of the Leibniz
product (3.10) is by construction ‘trivial’. As a consistency check, this can be verified with an
explicit computation:
tΥ1,Υ2u “
´
7pP3875qMKNL BK
`
ΛN1 Λ
L
2
˘` 18 BM`ΛN1 Λ2N˘` fMNK ΩNK ,
BMΩNN ` BNΩMN
¯
,
(3.15)
where
ΩM
N “ Λp1NΣ2qM ´ 12 fNKL Λp1K BMΛ2qL . (3.16)
This is indeed of the ‘trivial’ form (3.8), in particular, ΩM
N defined here is manifestly covariantly
constrained in the first index, which is carried by either ΣM or BM . We can further spell out
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the decomposition (2.7) for the E8p8q Leibniz algebra, defining the bilinear operation Υ1 ‚ Υ2
by stripping off the derivatives in (3.15) (and multiplying by an overall factor of 2). The vector
space X1 in which ‚ takes values thus decomposes into different subspaces, corresponding to
the different terms in (3.15), and to the two-form gauge fields in the theory, c.f. [13]. Finally,
the operator D acts differently on these subspaces, its action being defined by the derivatives
in (3.15) (and the inclusion map for covariantly constrained terms).
Let us now turn to the definition of an invariant quadratic form on the Leibniz algebra. For
doubled, Leibniz valued fields A “ pAM , BM q it is given by
xA1,A2y ”
ż
d248Y
`
2Ap1MB2qM ´ fMNKAp1NBMA2qK
˘
. (3.17)
The invariance condition (2.13) is equivalent to the statement that this integral is invariant
under the variations (3.11), which one may verify by an explicit computation. In particular,
both terms carry density weight one and thus vary into a total derivative that vanishes under
the integral, up to ‘anomalous’ contributions originating in the first term from the anomalous
transformations of B and in the second term from the non-covariance of partial derivatives.
An explicit computation shows that these anomalous terms precisely cancel. (See Appendix A
in [14] for more details.) Discarding total derivatives, the bilinear form can also be written as
xA1,A2y ”
ż
d248Y
`
A1
MB2M `A2MB1M ´ fMNKA1NBMA2K
˘
, (3.18)
and consequently, in terms of RM defined in (3.6), as
xA1,A2y ”
ż
d248Y
`
A1
MRM pA2q `A2MB1M
˘
. (3.19)
This form is convenient in order to establish the second invariance condition (2.14) in the form
T trivial ñ @A , T D “ 0 @ A . (3.20)
This follows because for trivial T we have RM pT q “ 0, as one may quickly verify, and the
contraction of the first component of a trivial T with a covariantly constrained BM vanishes.
Having established the Leibniz algebra relations and the existence of an invariant quadratic
form, we can now define a Chern-Simons action for Leibniz algebra valued gauge vectors
Aµ “ pAµM , BµM q . (3.21)
Their gauge transformations are given by (2.8) w.r.t. an algebra valued gauge parameter Υ “
pΛM ,ΣM q. In components these are determined with (3.10) to be
δAµ
M “ DµΛM ,
δBµM “ DµΣM ´ ΛNBMRN pAµq ,
(3.22)
where here and in the following we use the covariant derivative
Dµ “ Bµ ´ LAµ . (3.23)
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The associated field strengths Fµν “ pFµνM , GµνM q for (3.21) can be defined as usual through
the commutator of covariant derivatives,
rDµ, Dνs “ ´LpFµν ,Gµνq , (3.24)
up to trivial contributions. Evaluating the Chern-Simons action (2.15) for Aµ and the Leibniz
algebra (3.10), using the invariant inner product (3.17), yields
SCS “
ż
d3x d248Y εµνρ
´
Fµν
MBρM ´ fKLNBµAνKBNAρL ´ 2
3
fNKLBMBNAµKAνMAρL
´ 1
3
fMKLf
KP
Qf
LR
S Aµ
MBPAνQBRAρS
¯
. (3.25)
Here, Fµν
M denotes the components of the field strength defined as in (2.12) (which we may
or may not take to include 2-forms, as these drop out upon contraction with BρM ). We record
for later use the general variation of the action w.r.t. δA, δB:
δSCS “
ż
d3x d248Y εµνρ
´
δAµ
M
´
GνρM ` fMNKBNFνρK
¯
` δBµM FνρM
¯
, (3.26)
which immediately follows from (2.17) and (3.18). The above action coincides with the topo-
logical action given for the E8p8q ExFT in [13], and we have thus shown that that term has an
interpretation as a Leibniz-Chern-Simons theory.
4 Embedding tensor and ungauged phase
The goal of this section is, first, to show how the embedding tensor of gauged supergravity de-
fines a Leibniz algebra in terms of the global symmetry (Lie) algebra of ungauged supergravity
and, second, to show that there is an analogous construction for E8p8q generalized diffeomor-
phisms. Specifically, we give an (infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra containing 248-dimensional
diffeomorphisms and E8p8q rotations whose coadjoint action defines, in terms of the bilinear
form of the previous section, the Leibniz algebra of E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms.
4.1 Review of embedding tensor
We begin by reviewing gauged supergravity in the embedding tensor formulation [10,11,45]. The
embedding tensor ΘM
α is a tensor under some duality group G, which is the global symmetry
of the ungauged theory. This tensor encodes the subgroup of G that is gauged. Specifically,
one defines the ‘structure constants’
XMN
K “ ΘMαptαqNK ” XrMNsK ` ZKMN , (4.1)
where indices α, β, . . . label the adjoint of G, and indices M,N, . . . label a representation (typ-
ically thought of as the ‘fundamental’ representation), and ptαqNK are the generators in this
representation. This representation is the G-representation in which the vector fields Aµ
M of
the ungauged theory transform, so that the covariant derivatives of the gauged theory can be
written as Dµ “ Bµ´AµMΘMαtα. Similarly, all other couplings of gauged supergravity can be
written in terms of the embedding tensor ΘM
α.
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To identify the Leibniz algebra in this formalism, note that XMN
K in (4.1) is not neces-
sarily antisymmetric, and in the last equality we have decomposed it into its symmetric and
antisymmetric part. Defining matrices with components pXM qNK “ XMNK , one now imposes
the ‘closure constraint’ or ‘quadratic constraint’ for the commutator
rXM , XN s “ ´XMNKXK . (4.2)
This defines a Leibniz algebra [36]: writing for two vectors with components VM , WM ,
pV ˝W qM ” XNKMV NWK , (4.3)
the closure constraint (4.2) is equivalent to the Leibniz algebra relation [35,36]
U ˝ pV ˝W q ´ V ˝ pU ˝W q “ pU ˝ V q ˝W . (4.4)
We can infer from (4.2), by symmetrizing on both sides of the equation,
ZKMN XK “ 0 ñ ZKMN ΘKα “ 0 , (4.5)
where we used the non-degeneracy of the Cartan-Killing form καβ 9 ptαqNKptβqKN to infer the
second equation. In the above notation we have
tV,W uM “ ZMNKV NWK . (4.6)
The tensor ZMNK typically decomposes into [44]
ZMNK “ DM,I dI,NK , (4.7)
with the index I running over the space X1 of two-form gauge potentials. The above decom-
position (2.7) then corresponds to maps
pV ‚W qI “ 2 dI,MN VMWN , pDUqM “ DM,I UI . (4.8)
We now specialize to 3D. In this case the fundamental G-representation in which vector
fields are transforming is given by the coadjoint representation. This follows because vector
fields are introduced as duals to the Noether currents of the global symmetry group G of the
ungauged theory. Expanding a local G transformation as ΛM pxq tM in terms of generators
tM , the Noether currents are obtained by the corresponding variation of the Lagrangian into
δL “ BµΛMJµM . Defining the vector field strengths through FµνM “ µνρJρM , we finally learn
that vector fields Aµ
M transform in the coadjoint representation of G. (Of course for the finite-
dimensional groups appearing in gauged supergravity, the adjoint and coadjoint representation
are typically equivalent.) As a result, the embedding tensor takes the form ΘMN , with covariant
derivatives Dµ “ Bµ ´AµMΘMN tN , for which (4.1) reduces to
XMN
K ” ΘMLfLKN , (4.9)
with ZKMN “ ΘLpMfLKNq. Moreover, the embedding tensor ΘMN is taken to be symmetric
as it serves to define the Chern-Simons coupling of the vector fields, see (4.13) below. We can
thus define the symmetric inner product
xV,W y ” ΘMNVMWN . (4.10)
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It satisfies the invariance condition:
xξ ˝ V, V y “ ΘMN pXKLMξKV LqV N “ ΘMNΘKP fPMLξKV LV N
“ ΘKPZPNLξKV LV N “ 0 ,
(4.11)
where we used (4.5) in the last step. This proves that xV, V y is invariant, and by polarization
this implies invariance of the bilinear form in general. Similarly, if any argument is of the form
ZMNKU
NK the inner product vanishes as a consequence of (4.5), thereby implying the higher
invariance condition (2.14). Conversely, invariance of ΘMN implies the Leibniz relations, which
can be seen by contracting
δKΘMN ” XKMLΘLN `XKNLΘML “ 0 (4.12)
with fNPQ and using the Jacobi identity in the second term.
We can write the Chern-Simons action (2.15) in this formalism, using (4.3) and (4.10),
S “
ż
d3x εµνρ ΘMNAµ
M
`BνAρN ´ 13XKLNAνKAρL˘ , (4.13)
which is the form of the Chern-Simons action in gauged supergravity. We have thus shown that
the embedding tensor formalism for 3D gauged supergravity is a special case of the Leibniz-
Chern-Simons theories introduced above in an ‘invariant’ or ‘index-free’ fashion. This index-free
formulation is greatly advantageous for the applications in previous and subsequent sections,
where the algebras are governed by differential operators and hence are infinite-dimensional, so
that an index notation would obscure much of the underlying generalized geometric structure.
4.2 Leibniz algebras via coadjoint action of Lie algebras
Our next goal is to rewrite gauged supergravity relations such as (4.9) in an invariant or index-
free language, which will be instrumental below for the infinite-dimensional generalizations
based on function spaces. To this end we will have to carefully distinguish between the Lie
algebra g of G and its dual space g˚, since in the infinite-dimensional context there will be no
invariant metric to identify these spaces. We will follow the convention that adjoint vectors, i.e.,
elements in g, are denoted by small latin or greek letters, while coadjoint vectors, i.e., elements
in g˚, are denoted by capital latin or greek letters. (Moreover, a vector or covector is typically
denoted by a greek letter if it plays the role of a symmetry parameter.) We expand vectors
and covectors w.r.t. bases as v “ vM tM and A “ AM t˜M , respectively, where tM is a basis of g,
satisfying rtM , tN s “ fMNK tK , and t˜M is the dual basis. The pairing gb g˚ Ñ R then reads
Apvq ” AMvM . (4.14)
The adjoint representation is defined, for ζ, v P g, by
δζv “ adζv “ rζ, vs . (4.15)
We will use the notation δζ for general variations w.r.t. a vector ζ, but it turns out to be
beneficial to also introduce notations such as adζ if the specific representation needs to be
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made explicit. In order to define the coadjoint representation we have to specify how ζ P g acts
on a coadjoint vector A P g˚ to yield a new coadjoint vector δζA. As the latter is defined by
its action on an adjoint vector v P g, we can define
pδζAqpvq “ padζ˚Aqpvq “ ´Aprζ, vsq . (4.16)
An immediate consequence is that for any pair of adjoint vectors v, w P g
padv˚Aqpwq “ ´padw˚Aqpvq . (4.17)
The sign in the definition (4.16) is such that the pairing (4.14) is invariant:
δζpApvqq ” pδζAqpvq `Apδζvq “ 0 . (4.18)
W.r.t. a basis, the coadjoint action is given by padζ˚AqM “ fMNKζNAK .
Let us now return to the gauged supergravity relation (4.9), defining the Leibniz algebra
structure on g˚ in terms of the embedding tensor. Contraction with two coadjoint vectors and
one adjoint vector yields
AMBNXMN
KvK “ AMΘMLfLKN vKBN “ AMΘMLpadv˚BqL . (4.19)
Here we recognized in the last equality the coadjoint action of v on B. In order to rewrite
this equation in invariant language we recall that the structure constants X on the left-hand
side define the Leibniz algebra according to (4.3). The right-hand side suggests to identify the
embedding tensor Θ with a map
ϑ : g˚ Ñ g , ϑpt˜M q “ ´ΘMN tN , (4.20)
such that (4.19) takes the form
pA ˝Bqpvq “ ´Apϑpadv˚Bqq “ ´padv˚Bq pϑpAqq , (4.21)
using the pairing (4.14) between vectors and coadjoint vectors and the symmetry of Θ in the
second equality. Using (4.17) we may further rewrite the last term as
´padv˚Bq pϑpAqq “
`
ad˚ϑpAqB
˘pvq . (4.22)
This shows that the Leibniz product is directly given by
A ˝B ” ad˚ϑpAqB , (4.23)
using the coadjoint action (4.16) w.r.t. ϑpAq P g. In particular, we can rewrite the generalized
Lie derivative w.r.t. Λ P g˚ defined as in sec. 2 as
δΛA ” LΛA ” ad˚ϑpΛqA . (4.24)
We next observe that the map defined in (4.20) canonically induces a bilinear form on the
dual space,
Θ : g˚ b g˚ Ñ R , (4.25)
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by the relation
ΘpA,Bq “ ´ApϑpBqq . (4.26)
The fact that Θ is typically degenerate means that ϑ is not invertible: in general there is no
map g Ñ g˚. Put differently, if for all A we have ApϑpBqq “ 0 then ϑpBq “ 0, but we cannot
conclude that B “ 0. In terms of Θ, we can now equivalently rewrite (4.19) as
pA ˝Bqpvq “ ΘpA, adv˚ Bq . (4.27)
In the remainder of this subsection we will prove, within this invariant formulation, that
the Leibniz algebra relations follow from the invariance of Θ under the gauge transformations
defined by Θ itself via (4.27). Starting from the invariance condition on Θ, i.e., that for all
A,B,Λ P g˚
δΛΘpA,Bq ” ΘpΛ ˝A,Bq `ΘpA,Λ ˝Bq “ 0 , (4.28)
we first prove invariance of the pairing pA ˝Bqpvq with (4.27):
δΛppA ˝Bqpvqq “ ΘpΛ ˝A, adv˚Bq `ΘpA, adv˚pΛ ˝Bq ` ada˚dϑpΛqvBq
“ ΘpΛ ˝A, adv˚Bq `ΘpA, adv˚pad˚ϑpΛqBq ` ad˚rϑpΛq,vsBq
“ ΘpΛ ˝A, adv˚Bq `ΘpA,Λ ˝ padv˚Bqq
“ 0 .
(4.29)
Here we used, from the second to the third line, that the coadjoint action satisfies the Lie
algebra relation, and we used the invariance (4.28) in the last step. On the other hand, we can
also write out the left-hand side of (4.29) directly to obtain
0 “ ppΛ ˝Aq ˝Bqpvq ` pA ˝ pΛ ˝Bqqpvq ` pA ˝BqpadϑpΛqvq . (4.30)
The last term here can be written with (4.18) as
pA ˝BqpadϑpΛqvq “ ´pad˚ϑpΛqpA ˝Bqqpvq “ ´pΛ ˝ pA ˝Bqqpvq . (4.31)
Back-substitution in (4.30) shows that the Leibniz relations hold upon pairing with v. This
holds for arbitrary v, which is sufficient to prove the Leibniz relations since
@v : Apvq “ 0 ùñ A “ 0 . (4.32)
Can one also prove the converse, that the Leibniz relations imply invariance of Θ? This
is possible, but only under the assumption that the Lie algebra g has trivial center. We first
note that the Leibniz relations imply, as in sec. 2, that the above generalized Lie derivative acts
trivially if the parameter equals a symmetrized bracket, c.f. (2.5):
@A : 0 “ LtΛ1,Λ2uA “ ad˚ϑptΛ1,Λ2uqA ñ @v : adϑptΛ1,Λ2uqv “ 0 , (4.33)
where the inference follows by pairing the first equation with v P g, using (4.18) and the property
@A : Apvq “ 0 ùñ v “ 0 . (4.34)
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The last equation in (4.33) means rϑptΛ1,Λ2uq, vs “ 0 for all v, such that the vanishing center
of g implies that
ϑptΛ1,Λ2uq “ 0 ñ ΘpA, tΛ1,Λ2uq “ 0 , (4.35)
where the last inference follows upon pairing with A P g˚ and using (4.26). Under this assump-
tion we can now prove invariance of Θ:
δΛΘpA,Aq “ 2 ΘpΛ ˝A,Aq “ ´2 pΛ ˝AqpϑpAqq
“ ´2 ΘpΛ, ad˚ϑpAqAq “ ´2 ΘpΛ, tA,Auq “ 0 ,
(4.36)
where we used (4.27) in the third equality and (4.35) in the last equality.
4.3 E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms and the ungauged phase
Our goal is to identify a Lie algebra from which the Leibniz algebra of E8p8q generalized diffeo-
morphisms can be derived by means of a suitable embedding tensor. In gauged supergravity,
this Lie algebra is the global symmetry of the ungauged limit, in which the embedding tensor is
set to zero. Specifically, this limit removes the connection terms insides covariant derivatives,
reducing them to partial derivatives, and also eliminates the potential and Chern-Simons term.
We will now try to identify a similar ‘phase’ of ExFT by setting to zero the analogous terms of
the E8p8q ExFT action, which yields
S “
ż
d3x d248Y e
`
R` 1240 BµMMN BµMMN
˘
. (4.37)
Here R is the familiar 3D Einstein-Hilbert term, without any further covariantizations. We
note that while all fields depend on x and Y , no Y -derivatives BM have been kept. In a sense,
the different Fourier modes of the fields have been decoupled, and we will see in a moment that
this leads to a significant symmetry enhancement.
This unusual looking theory is actually completely analogous to that obtained from con-
ventional (super-)gravity by compactifying, say, on a torus but without truncation and then
taking the ‘decompactification limit’. To make this point more transparent consider the Fourier
expansion of a generic field on a torus T d,
φpx, yq “
ÿ
kPZd
ϕkpxq exp
´
i
k ¨ y
R
¯
, (4.38)
with torus coordinates y – y ` 2piR, where we restored the radius R (that for simplicity we
take to be equal for all radii). The covariant derivatives emerging in Kaluza-Klein on a torus
then take the schematic form
Dµ “ Bµ ´AµmBm ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ñ Dµ “ Bµ ´ 1
R
ÿ
k
i Aµ ¨ k` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (4.39)
where Bm “ BBym are the internal derivatives. We observe that the inverse radius 1R (or, equiva-
lently, the Kaluza-Klein mass scale) acts as the coupling constant of the gauging. Thus, taking
the ‘decompactification’ or ‘zero mass’ limit R Ñ 8 equals the ungauged limit, in which co-
variant derivatives reduce to partial derivatives. Similarly, it is easy to convince oneself that
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all other couplings due to gauging, such as potential terms, disappear in this limit, confirming
that (4.37) reasonably plays the role of the ungauged limit.3
Having identified the ‘ungauged phase’ of the E8p8q ExFT, let us now inspect its surviving
symmetries. We claim that they are given by
local external diffeomorphisms : ξµpx, Y q ,
global E8p8q rotations : σM pY q ,
global internal diffeomorphisms : λM pY q .
(4.40)
Here we refer to a symmetry as ‘local’ if its parameter may depend on the external x coordinates
and as ‘global’ if its parameter only depends on Y . Indeed, in order to establish the parallel
to gauged supergravity, we have to think of the Y -dependence as parametrizing an infinite-
dimensional global symmetry (rather than a finite-dimensional local symmetry).
Let us now inspect these symmetry transformations in more detail. The ξµ act like usual
3D diffeomorphisms, which are a manifest invariance of (4.37) since there are no BM derivatives
that could detect the Y -dependence of ξµ. The global internal diffeomorphisms with parameter
ΛM act on the external dreibein as in the full ExFT:
δλeµ
a “ λNBNeµa ` BNλNeµa , (4.41)
while the dreibein is left invariant under E8p8q rotations w.r.t. σ. However, forM, or equivalently
a coset representative VAM , the variations look different than in the full ExFT:
δpλ,σqVAM “ λNBNVAM ` fMNKσNVAK . (4.42)
The E8p8q rotation is a manifest invariance of (4.37), and the λ variations of the action combine
into a total derivative. It would seem to be more natural to have the generalized Lie derivative
(3.5) w.r.t. λ acting on V (we cannot use the normal Lie derivative because of V being E8p8q val-
ued), but this is actually equivalent under the parameter redefinition σM Ñ σM `fMNKBNλK .
In contrast to the parameter ΣM in the full ExFT, here we take σM to be unconstrained, so
this is a legal redefinition. Thus, in presence of unconstrained σM transformations it makes no
difference whether we use the generalized Lie derivative or the simplified form (4.42).
We will now identify the global symmetry Lie algebra g of the above ungauged phase, which
can be determined from the closure relations of (4.42). One finds that the Lie bracket for
functions ζ “ pλM , σM q is given by
rζ1, ζ2s “
`
2λr1NBNλ2sM , 2λr1NBNσ2sM ` fKLMσ1Kσ2L
˘
. (4.43)
Lie algebras of this form are naturally associated to any given Lie algebra g0 (which here is
e8p8q) as follows. First, for an arbitrary manifold M , the set L of smooth maps M Ñ g0 forms
an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra, with the natural Lie bracket obtained from g0. Second,
the Lie algebra D of (infinitesimal) diffeomorphisms on M acts on L and its Lie bracket as a
3It is often claimed that compactifying on a circle of radius R and then sending R Ñ 8 gives back the
original, uncompactified theory. The above considerations make clear, however, that one obtains rather an
‘ungauged phase’ such as (4.37) that is quite different from any conventional theory.
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derivation. We can then define the semi-direct sum L ‘ D, whose Lie bracket is (4.43). (What
is special about (4.43) is that the ‘Lie algebra indices’ have the same range as the ‘world indices’
of M ; in general they need not be correlated.) Note that the Lie algebra g has a non-trivial
ideal, given by all elements of the form p0, σq. Similarly, the set of elements of the form pλ, 0q
forms a subalgebra that is isomorphic to the diffeomorphism algebra D.
Next, we investigate the adjoint and coadjoint representations of (4.43). The adjoint repre-
sentation acts on vectors v “ ppM , qM q P g according to δζv “ adζv “ rζ, vs, which yields for
the components
δζp
M “ λNBNpM ´ BNλMpN ,
δζqM “ λNBNqM ´ pNBNσM ` fKLMσKqL .
(4.44)
A coadjoint vector in g˚ can be viewed as (doubled) functions A ” pAM , BM q, with the pairing
gb g˚ Ñ R given by the integral4
Apvq ”
ż
dY
`
AMqM ` BMpM
˘
, (4.45)
where from now on we set dY ” d248Y . The coadjoint action δζA “ adζ˚A is determined, as in
(4.18), by requiring invariance of the integral. One quickly verifies that under (4.44) and
δζA
M “ λNBNAM ` fMNKσNAK ` BNλNAM ,
δζBM “ λNBNBM ` BMλNBN ` BNλNBM `ANBMσN ,
(4.46)
the expression under the integral in (4.45) transforms into a total derivative, thereby proving
invariance.
We will now show that the coadjoint action (4.46) on A gives rise to the E8p8q generalized
diffeomorphisms using a simple identification of pλ, σq with Υ “ pΛ,Σq. Specifically, let us
define a map ϑ : g˚ Ñ g as in (4.20) by
ϑpΥq “ `ϑpΥqM , ϑpΥqM˘ “ `ΛM , fMNKBNΛK ` ΣM˘ , (4.47)
or, using the notation for the matrix RM defined in (3.6),
ϑpΥq “ `ΛM , RM pΛ,Σq˘ . (4.48)
Using the E8p8q Leibniz algebra (3.10) written out explicitly in the following form (which uses
that Σ is covariantly constrained, c.f. eq. (2.15) in [13])
Υ1 ˝Υ2 “
`
Λ1
NBNΛ2M ` fMNKRN pΥ1qΛ2K ` BNΛ1NΛ2M ,
Λ1
NBNΣ2M ` BNΛN1 Σ2M ` BMΛN1 Σ2N ` Λ2NBMRN pΥ1q
˘
,
(4.49)
it then becomes manifest, using the form of the coadjoint action (4.46), that the E8p8q generalized
Lie derivative can be written as in (4.24),
LΥA “ ad˚ϑpΥqA . (4.50)
4This has a direct precursor in Witten’s treatment of the coadjoint representation of the Virasoro group [46],
where coadjoint vectors are viewed as quadratic differentials, and the pairing between vectors and covectors is
given by the invariant integral. Note that this characterization of g˚ yields a smaller space than the unconstrained
definition of the dual space as the ‘space of all functionals of g’, which would include delta distributions.
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This shows that ϑ as defined in (4.47) encodes the expected Leibniz structure.
We now reconsider the bilinear form (3.17), whose arguments are coadjoint vectors A “
pAM , BM q P g˚, with the goal to interpret it as the embedding tensor for the Leibniz algebra
of E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms. To this end, we compute the embedding tensor in the
bilinear form induced by the map ϑ defined in (4.47) according to (4.26):
ΘpA1,A2q “ ´A1pϑpA2qq “ ´
ż
dY
`
A1
MϑpA2qM `B1M ϑpA2qM
˘
“ ´
ż
dY
`
A1
MB2M `A2MB1M ´ fMNKA1NBMA2K
˘
, (4.51)
which indeed coincides with (3.18), up to an overall sign that we picked for later convenience.
According to (4.27), the Leibniz algebra should then satisfy
pA1 ˝A2qpζq “ ΘpA1, adζ˚ A2q . (4.52)
To confirm this, we evaluate the right-hand side by taking the second argument of (4.51) to
be given by the coadjoint action (4.46) of A2. The left-hand side is evaluated with the pairing
(4.45) and the Leibniz algebra (4.49). One finds that both sides precisely agree, proving that
(4.51) can indeed be interpreted as the embedding tensor that ‘derives’ the E8p8q Leibniz algebra
from the Lie algebra (4.43).
Let us emphasize that the verification of (4.52) does not require the use of any constraints,
neither the section constraints on BM nor those on BM . (More precisely, there are different
ways of writing the Leibniz algebra that are only equivalent under the assumption of section
constraints. The above verification without section constraints requires the form (4.49).) How-
ever, the product (4.49) satisfies the Leibniz relations (or, equivalently, defines generalized Lie
derivatives that close) only provided we impose these constraints. Thus, from the point of
view of the embedding tensor formulation, these constraints are needed in order to satisfy the
quadratic constraints. Luckily, as proved in the previous subsection, the invariance of Θ under
δΥ “ LΥ implies the Leibniz relations. As the former is easier to prove than the latter (see
Appendix A in [14]), we have thereby simplified the discussion of the closure constraints.
Let us finally point out the following subtlety of the above construction: While the embed-
ding tensor (4.51) is gauge invariant under the transformations defined by the Leibniz algebra,
the map ϑ given in (4.47) is not gauge invariant in the sense that
ΩpA1,A2q ” ϑpad˚ϑpA1qA2q ´ adϑpA1qϑpA2q (4.53)
does not vanish. In fact, invariance of Θ does not imply invariance of ϑ since by (4.51) this only
needs to hold upon pairing with another coadjoint vector, whose second component is assumed
to be ‘covariantly constrained’. As a consistency check one may verify that (4.53) indeed does
vanish after pairing with such a coadjoint vector. For the same reason, for Θ given, ϑ is not
uniquely determined by (4.51), because the first component ϑpAqM can be shifted by terms
that vanish upon contraction with a constrained BM .
5
5Note, however, that this degeneracy of the adjoint/coadjoint pairing does not invalidate the proof around
eq. (4.29) that invariance of Θ implies the Leibniz algebra relations, because we established the latter relations
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5 Topological phase of E8p8q exceptional field theory
We show that the topological subsector of the E8p8q ExFT has an interpretation as a Chern-
Simons theory based on an extended Leibniz algebra. In the first subsection, we construct the
extended E8p8q-Poincare´ Leibniz algebra and discuss the corresponding Chern-Simons theory. In
the second subsection we will interpret this Leibniz algebra, as above, via the coadjoint action of
an extended Lie algebra. In the third subsection we prove the equivalence of the Chern-Simons
gauge transformations and that of the original E8p8q ExFT, while the last subsection briefly
discusses the extension to the AdS case.
5.1 E8p8q Poincare´ Leibniz algebra
We now show that the above Leibniz algebra based on E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms can
be enlarged to contain an infinite-dimensional generalization of the 3D Poincare´ algebra. These
Poincare´ transformations in turn act via novel anomalous terms on the E8p8q Leibniz algebra,
in a way that permits the existence of an invariant quadratic form on the total Leibniz algebra.
The corresponding Chern-Simons theory will then be show to reproduce exactly the topological
subsector of the E8p8q ExFT as described in the introduction.
The elements of this algebra combine parameters of the 3D Poincare´ group and of the E8p8q
Leibniz algebra discussed in the previous section, all being functions of 248 coordinates:
Ξ “ `ξa , λa ; ΛM , ΣM˘ , (5.1)
where a, b “ 0, 1, 2 are SOp1, 2q indices. The Leibniz algebra structure is defined by
Ξ1 ˝ Ξ2 ”
`
ξa12 , λ12a ; Λ
M
12 , Σ12M
˘
, (5.2)
where
ξa12 “ 2 εabc ξr1b λ2sc ` 2Lr1sΛr1ξ2sa ,
λ12a “ εabc λb1 λc2 ` 2Lr0sΛr1λ2sa ,
ΛM12 “ Lr1sΥ1ΛM2 ,
Σ12M “ Lr0sΥ1Σ2M ` ΛN2 BMRN pΥ1q ´
1
κ
ξr1aBMλ2sa ,
(5.3)
and κ is a free parameter. Moreover, we use the notation Υ ” pΛM ,ΣM q, and we have employed
the notation L for the E8p8q generalized Lie derivatives above. In particular, the Poincare´
parameters, not carrying E8p8q indices, are scalar (densities) of specific weights. Note that the
last term in Σ12 can be thought of as a non-central extension of the E8p8q Leibniz algebra by
Poincare´ generators and takes structurally the same form as the ‘anomalous’ term ΛBR whose
need we discussed in sec. 3; in particular, due to its free index being carried by a derivative,
upon pairing with an arbitrary (unconstrained) vector v, and the inference (4.32) thus is still valid. In contrast,
(4.34) no longer holds, and thus the Leibniz algebra relations do not conversely imply invariance of Θ.
Note added : after submission of this paper we found a more streamlined treatment in which the ‘global’ Lie
algebra is given by a coset algebra g{I, so that the adjoint/coadjoint pairing is non-degenerate [47].
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it is manifestly compatible with the constraint on Σ. In contrast to the term ΛBR, however,
the coefficient of this term is a free parameter in that the above satisfies the Leibniz algebra
relation
Ξ1 ˝ pΞ2 ˝ Ξ3q ´ Ξ2 ˝ pΞ1 ˝ Ξ3q “ pΞ1 ˝ Ξ2q ˝ Ξ3 , (5.4)
for any value of κ, as we will prove momentarily. Thus, we could take the limit κ Ñ 8 and
remove this non-central extension, but it turns out that a suitable invariant quadratic form
only exists for finite κ.
In order to verify that (5.3) indeed satisfies the Leibniz algebra relations (5.4) it is convenient
to consider the adjoint action on a vector in the Leibniz algebra,
A ” `ea , ωa ; AM , BM˘ , (5.5)
defined by δA ” Ξ ˝A, and then to prove that they close, with an ‘effective’ parameter given
by the Leibniz algebra itself. Indeed, it is easy to see, precisely as in (2.3), that closure is
equivalent to the Leibniz algebra relations (5.4). Using (5.3), the adjoint action reads in terms
of components,
δea “ εabc ξb ωc ´ εabcebλc ` Lr1sΛ ea ´ Lr1sA ξa ,
δωa “ εabcλbωc ` Lr0sΛ ωa ´ Lr0sA λa ,
δAM “ Lr1sΥ AM ,
δBM “ Lr0sΛ BM `ANBMRN pΥq ´
1
2κ
ξaBMωa ` 1
2κ
eaBMλa .
(5.6)
Most of these variations are guaranteed to close by themselve. For instance, the Poincare´
transformations w.r.t. λ and ξ acting on ea and ωa close by themselves, because the Poincare´
subsector defines a Lie algebra whose adjoint action closes. (This subsector does not define
a subalgebra, however, because it acts non-centrally on the E8p8q part, as encoded in the last
two terms in the last line of (5.6)). Moreover, the E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms close
by themselves (and acting on ea, ωa as scalar densities), by the general results reviewed in
sec. 3. Thus, the only non-trivial check is the closure on BM of variations involving the non-
central variations proportional to 1κ . For instance, a quick computation shows that two Lorentz
transformations on BM close according to“
δλ1 , δλ2
‰
BM “ ´ 1
2κ
eaBMλ12a , (5.7)
with λ12 given by the algebra (5.3). The closure relations for the remaining parameters follow
similarly, thereby completing the proof of (5.4). Let us also note that the trivial parameters of
the above transformations are unmodified compared to the pure E8p8q case (3.8), because the
modifications by Poincare´ parameters are antisymmetric. In particular, the symmetrization of
the Leibniz product (5.3) vanishes in the first two (i.e. Poincare´) components, and reduces in
the E8p8q components to (3.15).
After having constructed the Leibniz algebra (5.3), our next task is to construct a symmetric
bilinear form that is invariant in the sense of sec. 2. We start from the following ansatz
generalizing the invariant form (3.17) of the pure E8p8q Leibniz structure:
xA1,A2y “ 2
ż
d248Y
´
ep1a ω2qa ` 2κAp1MB2qM ´ κ fKMNAp1MBKA2qN
¯
. (5.8)
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The first term added here is the symmetric invariant of the 3D Poincare´ algebra (which was used
by Witten to show that pure 3D gravity without cosmological constant has an interpretation
as a Chern-Simons theory of the 3D Poincare´ group [6]). The second and third term, which we
here multiplied by an overall factor κ, equal the bilinear form (3.17) and are hence invariant
under pure E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms. Thus, it remains to verify that the additional
variations of the Poincare´ invariant due to the E8p8q diffeomorphisms in the first two lines of
(5.6) are cancelled by the new, non-central variations of BM . We compute with (5.6)
δpep1a ω2qaq “ Lr1sΛ pep1a ω2qaq ´ BN
`
ξaAp1Nω2qa
˘`Ap1N`ξaBNω2qa ´ e2qaBNλa˘ . (5.9)
The first term is the covariant variation (of weight one), as needed for invariance under an
integral. The second term vanishes under the integral, and the third term is precisely cancelled
in the combination (5.8), due to the extra variations of B proportional to 1κ , thus proving the
invariance of (5.8). The ‘higher’ invariance condition (3.20) follows as for the pure E8p8q theory,
since the form of ‘trivial’ parameters is unchanged.
We see that both for the Leibniz relations as for the existence of an invariant bilinear form
κ is a free parameter, but it needs to be finite in order to have a non-degenerate quadratic
invariant. More precisely, κ needs to be non-zero in order for the invariant not to vanish for
arbitrary values of A,B (or alternatively ea, ωa); the bilinear form is actually degenerate because
of (3.20). We will see that in the final topological theory the actual value of κ, as long as it is
finite, has no physical significance in that it can be absorbed into a rescaling of the dreibein.
We can now construct the Chern-Simons gauge theory based on the Leibniz algebra (5.3)
with quadratic invariant (5.8). We thus introduce one-forms Aµ in 3D taking values in the
Leibniz algebra and postulate Yang-Mills-like gauge transformations as in (2.8),
δAµ “ BµΞ ´ Aµ ˝ Ξ . (5.10)
Parametrizing the gauge parameter as (5.1) and the gauge field as
Aµ “
`
eµ
a , ωµa ; Aµ
M , BµM
˘
, (5.11)
the gauge transformations read in components6
δeµ
a “ Dµξa ´ εabceµbλc ` εabc ξb ωµc ` Lr1sΛ eµa ,
δωµa “ Dµλa ´ εabc ωµbλc ` Lr0sΛ ωµa ,
δAµ
M “ DµΛM ,
δBµM “ DµΣM ´ ΛNBMRN pAµ, Bµq ` 1
2κ
eµ
aBMλa ´ 1
2κ
ξaBMωµa ,
(5.12)
where we introduced covariant derivatives (3.23) w.r.t. the internal E8p8q generalized diffeomor-
phisms. Under the latter symmetries the above are the expected gauge transformations for the
one-form sector of the E8p8q ExFT, and so are the local Lorentz transformations for eµa and
ωµa, but not for BµM , which is related to the corresponding field of the E8p8q ExFT by a field
redefinition to be discussed in the next subsection.
6These component fields should not be confused with those in (5.5), because here we consider algebra valued
one-form fields, as opposed to zero-form ‘matter fields’.
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Evaluating the Chern-Simons action (2.15), using the algebra (5.3) and the invariant (5.8),
yields
S “
ż
d3x d248Y
`
εµνρeµ
aRνρa ` 2κLCSpA,Bq
˘
, (5.13)
with the Chern-Simons Lagrangian in (3.25) for the gauge vectors, and the (3D version of the)
generalized Riemann tensor,7
Rµνa “ Dµωνa ´Dνωµa ´ εabc ωµb ωνc , (5.14)
where Dµωνa “ Bµωνa ´ AµMBMωνa are the covariant derivatives w.r.t. internal generalized
diffeomorphisms. The first term in (5.13) is the 3D form of the Einstein-Hilbert term eR, but
due to the covariant derivatives in (5.14) it depends also on the gauge vectors Aµ
M . (The non-
central extension of the Leibniz algebra is needed in order for the couplings to Aµ
M to properly
combine into the gauge covariant derivative.) The above action coincides with the topological
sector of the E8p8q ExFT action obtained by truncating the ‘scalar’ fields MMN , except for a
field redefinition of BµM , to which we turn below.
5.2 E8p8q Poincare´ Leibniz algebra via coadjoint action
We now ask whether there is a similar construction to that in sec. 4, where we showed that the
Leibniz algebra of E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms can be obtained, as in gauged supergravity,
from a genuine Lie algebra and a choice of embedding tensor. Is there a further extension of
that (infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra so that the full E8p8q Poincare´ Leibniz algebra is obtained
in the same fashion? The answer is affirmative, as we will now show.
The Lie algebra is defined for functions ζ “ pρa, τa, λM , σM q, with Lie brackets
rζ1, ζ2s “
´
2 εabcρr1b τ2sc ` 2 BN
`
λr1Nρ2sa
˘
,
εabc τ
b
1 τ
c
2 ` 2λr1NBNτ2sa ,
2λr1NBNλ2sM ,
2λr1NBNσ2sM ` fKLMσ1Kσ2L ` 2αρr1aBMτ2sa
¯
.
(5.15)
The parameter α in the last line is a free parameter, not constrained by the Jacobi identities.
Note also the density term in the first line (for which we could also have introduced a free
parameter that we fixed here to the final value). The adjoint action on a “ pna,ma, pM , qM q is
given by δζa “ rζ, as and reads in components
δζn
a “ εabcρbmc ´ εabc nb τc ` BN pλNnaq ´ BN ppNρaq ,
δζma “ εabc τ bmc ` λNBNma ´ pNBNτa ,
δζp
M “ λNBNpM ´ pNBNλM ,
δζqM “ λNBNqM ´ pNBNσM ` fKLMσKqL ` αρaBMma ´ αnaBMτa .
(5.16)
7Compared to the conventions of [12, 13] we have redefined the spin connection by ω Ñ ´ω. Moreover, the
spin connection is related to its standard form by the 3D redefinition ωµ
ab “ εabcωµc.
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The coadjoint representation on A “ pea, ωa, AM , BM q P g˚ is determined by demanding invari-
ance of the pairing
Apaq ”
ż
dY
´
eama ` ωana `AMqM `BMpM
¯
. (5.17)
One finds
δζe
a “ εabcτb ec ` εabcρb ωc ` BN pλNeaq ` α BM pAMρaq
δζωa “ εabc τ bωc ` λNBNωa ` αAMBMτa ,
δζA
M “ BN pλNAM q ` fMNKσNAK ,
δζBM “ BN pλNBM q ` BMλNBN `ANBMσN ´ ρaBMωa ` eaBMτa .
(5.18)
Note that the anomalous Poincare´ variations in the last line are not multiplied by α, i.e., they
survive even if we send αÑ 0 to remove the analogous term in the last line of (5.15). Thus, in
this sense, this structure is an inevitable consequence of the coupling to the Poincare´ algebra.
Next, we define the map ϑ : g˚ Ñ g by
ϑpΞq “ ϑpξa, λa,ΛM ,ΣM q “ pξa, λa,ΛM , RM pΛ,Σqq , (5.19)
so that by comparing with (5.6) we confirm, upon setting α “ ´1,
LΞA “ Ξ ˝ A “ ad˚ϑpΞqA , (5.20)
up to the rescaling
ea Ñ 1
2κ
ea , ξa Ñ 1
2κ
ξa . (5.21)
We can now reconstruct the quadratic invariant as in (4.51):
ΘpA1,A2q “ ´A1pϑpA2qq , (5.22)
which reproduces (5.8), upon the rescaling (5.21), and up to the same global sign as in (4.51).
5.3 Equivalence of gauge transformations
We will now prove equivalence of the gauge transformations following from the Chern-Simons
formulation to those of the E8p8q ExFT constructed in [13], and in particular give the required
field redefinition of BµM . We saw already that the Yang-Mills transformations of the Chern-
Simons formulation give rise to the expected form of internal E8p8q generalized diffeomorphisms.
Next, we turn to the external diffeomorphisms, which in the formulation of [13] are parametrized
by ξµpx, Y q, and show that the local translations ξa can be matched with these transformations.
Note that the manifest diffeomorphism invariance of the Chern-Simons theory here only implies
invariance under the Y -independent transformations with ξµ “ ξµpxq, and thus we have to
identify the remaining diffeomorphisms (that in some sense mix x and Y ) among the infinite-
dimensional Yang-Mills gauge transformations.
We begin by performing the following field-dependent redefinition of gauge parameters that
introduces the vector parameter ξµ “ ξµpx, Y q:
ξa “ ξνeνa , λa Ñ λa ` ξνωνa . (5.23)
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Note that at this stage we do not perform an analogous parameter redefinition of Λ, Σ. We
then find from (5.12) the transformations w.r.t. to the new parameter ξµ:
δeµ
a “ ξνDνeµa `Dµξνeνa ´ ξνTνµa ,
δωµa “ ξνDνωµa `Dµξνωνa ´ ξνRνµa ,
δAµ
M “ 0 ,
δBµM “ 1
2κ
eµ
aBMλa ` 1
κ
ξνerµaBMωνsa ` 12κ eµ
aBMξνωνa ,
(5.24)
where Rµνa is the (generalized) 3D Riemann tensor (5.14), and we introduced the generalized
torsion tensor
Tµν
a “ Dµeνa ´Dνeµa ´ εabcωµbeνc ` εabcωνbeµc . (5.25)
In order to compare with the transformations of the full ExFT, we have to add an equations-
of-motion symmetry. A general such symmetry takes the form δAµ “ ΩµννρσFρσ, with Ωµν
antisymmetric. Choosing Ωµν 9 µνρξρ we infer that the following provides a trivial on-shell
symmetry:
δAµ “ ξνFνµ , (5.26)
where the field strength, discussed in sec. 2, takes the form
Fµν “ 2 BrµAνs ´ Arµ ˝ Aνs ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , (5.27)
up to trivial 2-forms that are irrelevant in the action. For the vielbein and spin connection
components these curvatures are given by (5.14) and (5.25), respectively, while the curvatures
Fµν
M , GµνM for Aµ “ pAµM , BµM q are as discussed in sec. 3, c.f. (3.24), except for the following
modification:
GµνM “ GµνM ` 1
κ
erµaBMωνsa , (5.28)
due to the non-central extension of the algebra. Adding (5.26) to (5.24) we obtain equivalent
gauge transformations, in which the field strength terms in δe and δω are cancelled, while field
strength terms are added to δA, δB:
δξeµ
a “ ξνDνeµa `Dµξνeνa ,
δωµa “ ξνDνωµa `Dµξνωνa ,
δAµ
M “ ξνFνµM ,
δBµM “ ξνGνµM ` 1
2κ
eµ
aBMλa ` 1
κ
ξνerµaBMωνsa ` 12κ eµ
aBMξνωνa .
(5.29)
Writing the gauge transformation of BµM in terms of the field strength Gµν via (5.28), some
terms cancel, and we get
δBµM “ ξνGνµM ` 1
2κ
eµ
aBMλa ` 1
2κ
eµ
aBMξνωνa . (5.30)
Our goal is now to find a field redefinition so that the gauge transformations of BµM can be
matched with those of the original E8p8q ExFT in [13]. In particular, in the latter formulation
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BµM is inert under local Lorentz transformations, while in (5.30) it transforms under λa. This
suggests to define a new field as
B¯µM ” BµM ` 1
4κ
eµ
aεabc ωM
bc , ωM
ab ” eµraBMeµbs , (5.31)
because ωM has an anomalous Lorentz transformation ∆λωM
ab “ εabcBMλc, as can be verified
with (5.12), which precisely cancels the eBMλ term in (5.30). B¯ is then Lorentz invariant, as
in the conventional ExFT formulation. Performing the redefinition (5.31) in the action (5.13)
one obtains
S “
ż
d3x d248Y
`
e pR ` 2κLCSpA, B¯q˘ , (5.32)
where we defined an ‘improved’ Riemann tensor so that
e pR “ εµνρeµa pRνρ a “ eR` eeaµebνFµνMωMab . (5.33)
This is the form of the covariantized Einstein-Hilbert term for generic ExFTs, where a term
proportional to Fµν is added in order to guarantee local Lorentz invariance. The novelty of
the 3D case is that this term is not needed but can be absorbed into a redefinition of BµM , as
done by (the inverse of) (5.31), in which case the non-invariance of the Einstein-Hilbert term
is compensated by a non-trivial Lorentz transformation of BµM .
Having identified the field redefinition that matches the actions of the original and the
Chern-Simons formulation, as well as matching the local Lorentz transformations, we prove in
the remainder of this section that also the external generalized diffeomorphisms w.r.t. ξµ are
equivalent, as it should be for consistency. To this end we have to compute the transforma-
tion of the redefined BµM in (5.31) under (5.29), for which in turn we need the anomalous
diffeomorphism transformation of ωM
ab. To this end, we compute
∆ξpBMeµbq “ BMξλDλeµb `DµpBMξλqeλb ´ ξλBMBNAλNeµb , (5.34)
where ∆ξ denotes the non-covariant part of the diffeomorphism transformation (the difference
between the full variation and the ‘covariant’ terms that take the same form as standard in-
finitesimal diffeomorphisms, but with Bµ replaced by Dµ). The above relation can be verified
by a direct computation. From this we derive
∆ξωM
ab “ BMξλeµraDλeµbs `DµpBMξλqeµraeλbs . (5.35)
When using (5.30) in order to compute the transformation of (5.31) we may use the explicit
form the spin connection, because in [12,13] we employed a second order formalism that treats
ω as determined by its own field equations, Tµν
a “ 0. It reads
ωµa “ νρσ
`
eνaeµb ´ 12eµaeνb
˘
Dρeσ
b . (5.36)
Moreover, we have to write the field strength in (5.30) in terms of B¯:
GµνM pBq “ GµνM pB¯q ´ 1
2κ
Drµ
`
eνsaεabc ωMbc
˘
, (5.37)
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so that one obtains for the variation of (5.31)
δξB¯µM “ ξνGνµM pB¯q ´ 1
2κ
ξνDrν
`
eµsaεabc ωMbc
˘
` 1
4κ
ξνDν
`
eµ
aεabc ωM
bc
˘` 1
4κ
Dµξ
ν
`
eν
aεabc ωM
bc
˘` pBMξ termsq
“ ξνGνµpB¯q `Dµ
´ 1
4κ
ξνeν
aεabc ωM
bc
¯
` pBMξ termsq ,
(5.38)
where we give the BMξ terms momentarily. The terms in the second line are the covariant terms
from the variation of the terms in (5.31) proportional to 1κ . We observe that terms combined
into a total Dµ derivative, which can be eliminated by the parameter redefinition
Σ¯M “ ΣM ` 1
4κ
ξνeν
aεabc ωM
bc . (5.39)
The total Σ and ξ transformations are now given by
δξ,Σ¯B¯µM “ DµΣ¯M ` ξνGνµM
` 1
2κ
eµ
a
´
BMξνωνa ` 1
2
εabc BMξνeρbDνeρc ` 1
2
εabcDρpBMξνqeρbeνc
¯
,
(5.40)
where we restored the BMξ terms, using (5.35). Inserting (5.36) one finds after some manipula-
tions, using a Schouten identity in the form 0 “ BMξrν ελρσs, the following form of the external
diffeomorphisms:
δξB¯µM “ ξνGνµM ` 1
4κ
µνσD
νpBMξσq ` 1
4κ
BMξνµρσDρgσν
“ ξνGνµM ` 1
4κ
µνλ g
λρDν
`
gρσBMξσ
˘
.
(5.41)
The last form is precisely the gauge transformation of BµM in the original formulation (upon
truncating the ‘matter’ fields M), see eq. (3.24) in [13]. More precisely, in the full ExFT an
on-shell modification of the gauge transformations is needed, in which the field strengths terms
in δξA and δξB are replaced by their on-shell dual ‘matter currents’. For the topological sector
considered here we may perform another equations-of-motion symmetry (5.26), but now only
for the sector of gauge vectors pA,Bq, in order to remove the field strengths terms Fµν and
Gµν ,
8 so that δξAµ
M “ 0, and δξBµM reduces to the second term in (5.41), which agrees,
upon truncating the matter fields M, with eq. (3.40) in [13]. This completes our discussion of
the proof that the gauge transformations of the topological sector of the E8p8q ExFT can be
interpreted as Yang-Mills gauge transformations based on the Leibniz-Poincare´ algebra (5.3).
5.4 Generalization to AdS gravity
We have seen that the topological sector of E8p8q ExFT has a Chern-Simons interpretation,
reproducing in particular the 3D Einstein-Hilbert term without cosmological constant. It is
natural to ask whether there is an extension to include a non-vanishing cosmological constant, as
8Perhaps more simply, it is straightforward to verify with (3.26) that the pure field strength terms in δξAµ
M
and δξBµM are a separate invariance of the Chern-Simons action and can hence be dropped in the formulas for
external diffeomorphisms.
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is the case for pure 3D gravity, where the Poincare´ group is simply replaced by the (A)dS groups,
SOp2, 2q or SOp1, 3q, respectively. Moreover, both in gauged supergravity and ExFT there is
a potential, so that generic compactifications indeed give rise to a non-vanishing cosmological
constant, thereby suggesting that a reformulation with a 3+8 (and eventually 3+248) split may
naturally involve an external (A)dS3 space.
We will now show that there is an extension of the Leibniz algebra (5.3) to a de Sitter-
Leibniz algebra, whose Chern-Simons action leads to a cosmological constant. We denote the
cosmological constant by v “ ´ 1
`2
, with (A)dS radius `, (and we can think of it as the ground
state value of the potential in a complete theory, V0 “ v). The Leibniz algebra is defined in
terms of functions Ξ “ pξa, λa ; ΛM ,ΣM q by
Ξ1 ˝ Ξ2 ”
`
ξa12 , λ12a ; Λ
M
12 , Σ12M
˘
, (5.42)
where
ξa12 “ 2 εabc ξr1b λ2sc ` 2Lr1sΛr1ξa2s ,
λ12a “ εabc λb1 λc2 ´ 1`2 εabc ξ
b
1 ξ
c
2 ` 2Lr0sΛr1λ2sa ,
ΛM12 “ Lr1sΥ1ΛM2 ,
Σ12M “ Lr0sΥ1Σ2M ` ΛN2 BMRN pΥ1q ´
1
κ
ξar1BMλ2sa .
(5.43)
The AdS length scale ` only appears in the second line, as a modification of the Lorentz sub-
algebra, as is the case for the conventional (A)dS algebra. We can now compute the adjoint
action on an algebra valued field A ” pea, ωa, AM , BM q to find the transformations
δea “ εabcξbωc ´ εabcebλc ` Lr1sΛ ea ´ Lr1sA ξa ,
δωa “ εabcλbωc ´ 1
`2
εabc ξ
bec ` Lr0sΛ ωa ´ Lr0sA λa ,
δAM “ Lr1sΥ AM ,
δBM “ Lr0sΛ BM `ANBMRN pΥq ´
1
2κ
ξaBMωa ` 1
2κ
eaBMλa .
(5.44)
The new term proportional to the cosmological constant in δωa is the only change in the
transformation rules. The Leibniz algebra relations are thus automatically satisfied, because
their equivalent closure conditions hold precisely as for the pure (A)dS Lie algebra.
We next have to ask whether there is still in invariant quadratic form. It turns out that the
invariant (5.8) for the Poincare´-Leibniz algebra continues to be invariant, because under the
new term in the variation proportional to v we have
δvpep1aω2qaq “ v εabc ξb ep1ae2qc “ 0 , (5.45)
as a consequence of the symmetrization. Thus, we can define a Chern-Simons action based on
(5.43), using the same invariant (5.8), to obtain
S “
ż
d3x d248Y
`
eR ´ 2 e v ` 2κLCSpA,Bq
˘
. (5.46)
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Thus, the only modification is the addition of a cosmological constant term proportional to v.
Let us point out a peculiar difference of the above construction to pure AdS3 gravity and
its supersymmetric and higher-spin generalizations. In the latter case the algebras always
factorize; for instance, for pure gravity we have SOp2, 2q – SLp2,Rq ˆ SLp2,Rq, and the super-
and higher-spin groups factorize similarly. As a consequence, there is a second invariant of the
Lie algebra [6], which reads
vep1ae2qa ` ωp1aω2qa , (5.47)
which is non-degenerate for v ‰ 0. Due to the splitting of the gauge groups, the Chern-
Simons action is then really the sum of two SLp2,Rq Chern-Simons terms with arbitrary relative
coefficients. There is no analogue for the E8p8q ExFT, however, because the second invariant
cannot be consistently extended. In fact, in ExFT, e carries (density) weight one and ω weight
zero, so that in (5.47) both terms fail to have a total weight of one, as would be necessary for
invariance under an integral as in (5.8).9
We have shown that the Chern-Simons formulation can be extended so as to include a
cosmological constant term proportional to v. In particular, for v ă 0 the theory admits AdS3
solutions, and so one can investigate it as a (toy-)model for the AdS/CFT correspondence. As
a first step it would be important to determine the asymptotic symmetries. While for pure 3D
gravity they are given by (two copies of) the Virasoro algebra, with the Brown-Henneaux central
charge c “ 3`2G , already for supergravity and higher-spin theories the asymptotic symmetries are
no longer governed by Lie algebras, but rather by so-called W -algebras (although the value of
the central charge remains unchanged) [7, 8, 48]. Thus, it is plausible to suspect that the same
happens for the theory considered here. Finally we note that W -algebras have recently been
shown to have an interpretation as L8 algebras [52], as have the bulk ExFTs, and so intriguingly
both the bulk and boundary degrees of freedom may be governed by suitable 8-algebras. This
may lead to a new perspective on holography more generally.
6 Summary and Outlook
We have discussed the general construction of Chern-Simons actions in 3D based on Leibniz
algebras and shown that they arise naturally in gauged supergravity and exceptional field theory.
For the E8p8q exceptional field theory both the topological terms for the gauge vectors themselves
and the full ‘topological phase’ including also the dreibein and spin connection allow for such
Chern-Simons interpretations. We have also shown that there is a universal construction of such
Leibniz algebras that is applicable both to gauged supergravity and exceptional field theory. It
starts from a genuine Lie algebra g (that we can view as the global symmetry of the ‘ungauged
phase’) and an embedding tensor, that in 3D is a symmetric tensor Θ on the dual space g˚.
9There is another 3D Chern-Simons-type theory with an infinite-dimensional extension of the AdS algebra
that does not factorize [49]. This is based on the algebra of volume preserving diffeomorphisms on S3 [50], which
is a genuine Lie algebra that, however, does not have an invariant quadratic form. The Chern-Simons term
constructed in [50] can be interpreted as a Leibniz-Chern-Simons theory, with the embedding tensor being the
invariant quadratic form on the dual space of one-forms given by Θpω, ηq “ ş
S3
ω^ dη. We hope to elaborate on
this connection in more detail in future work and thank an anonymous referee for inquiring about this.
Note added: In the meantime, the preprint [51] appeared in which this connection is developed.
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Interpreting the embedding tensor as a map ϑ : g˚ Ñ g, one can define the Leibniz algebra in
terms of the coadjoint representation as A ˝B “ ad˚ϑpAqB. The original embedding tensor Θ is
invariant under this action, which in turn implies the Leibniz relations.
With this construction we believe to have made a potentially significant conceptual ad-
vance in that it gives an answer to the question whether the generalized diffeomorphisms in
double and exceptional field theory can be interpreted as originating from more conventional
transformations, such as diffeomorphisms on a larger manifold, by putting additional struc-
tures. Obvious analogies are symplectic manifolds in which the general diffeomorphism group
is reduced to the symplectomorphisms that leave the symplectic form invariant. However, such
a construction cannot give generalized diffeomorphisms, for starting from a Lie algebra and
demanding invariance of some structure at best yields a non-trivial subalgebra that is still a
Lie algebra, but not a genuine Leibniz algebra. (See sec. 3.1 in [53].) This obstacle is circum-
vented in the above construction by having the ‘invariant structure’ (the embedding tensor)
itself define the ‘adjoint action’ of the Leibniz algebra — in terms of the coadjoint action of the
original Lie algebra. Moreover, this Lie algebra is crucially not just a diffeomorphism algebra
but rather the semi-direct sum of a diffeomorphism algebra and the current algebra based on
the corresponding U-duality group. It is important to investigate this construction further, in
particular in order to see whether it sheds light on some of the conceptual questions of double
and exceptional field theory.
In view of the realization of the ‘topological phase’ of the E8p8q exceptional field theory as
a Leibniz-Chern-Simons theory, it remains to see whether the ‘matter couplings’ given by the
E8p8q{SOp16q coset degrees of freedom can be efficiently described in a similar language, pre-
sumably upon introducing auxiliary fields. Moreover, even without matter couplings, it would
be interesting to see whether the topological phase makes physical sense by itself. Although
here we can only speculate, one may wonder whether this Chern-Simons theory represents a
protected topological sector of M-theory.
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Appendix
A Embedding tensor in general dimensions
Although our focus in this paper is the 3D case, for completeness we discuss here how to define
embedding tensors for generalized diffeomorphisms in arbitrary dimensions, i.e., starting from
more general Lie algebras g0. This will illustrate from a yet different angle that the 3D case,
which superficially seems to be rather special, fits nicely into the pattern in general dimensions.
We start with the Lie algebra g0 of the U-duality group under consideration, with gener-
ators tα satisfying rtα, tβs “ fαβγtγ . Furthermore, we pick a representation space R of g0 in
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which the coordinates live, and write for a generic vector vM , M “ 1, . . . ,dimpRq, and for
the representation matrices ptαqMN . We can now define an infinite-dimensional extension g of
g0 as described after (4.43). Specifically, the elements of g are functions of Y
M denoted by
ζ “ pλM , σαq, with Lie brackets
rζ1, ζ2s “
`
2λr1NBNλ2sM , 2λr1NBNσ2sα ` fβγασ1βσ2γ
˘
. (A.1)
We now consider some important representations of this Lie algebra. First, the representa-
tion R naturally extends to infinite-dimensional g representations, whose elements are R valued
functions vM pY q, on which ζ P g acts as
δζv
M ” ρζvM ” λNBNvM ` γ BNλNvM ´ σαptαqNMvN . (A.2)
Here γ is an arbitrary density weight, and so we can denote this representation space more
appropriately as Rrγs. Using that the ptαqMN form a representation of the original algebra g0,
it is straightforward to verify that (A.2) is indeed a representation of (A.1):
rρζ1 , ρζ2s “ ρrζ1,ζ2s . (A.3)
We again note that the coordinate indices need not be correlated with the R representation
indices; the above would be a representation regardless, but this form is the one appearing in
our subsequent construction.10 More generally, we can canonically define representations on
any tensor power of R. In addition, we can consider the dual representation R˚, whose elements
are functions AM with invariant pairing RbR˚ Ñ R given by
Apvq “
ż
dY vMAM , (A.4)
where dY ” ddimpRqY . More precisely, if the original representation space is Rrγs the dual space
pRrγsq˚ consists of functions AM of intrinsic density weight 1´γ, with the transformation rules
δζAM ” ρζ˚AM ” λNBNAM ` p1´ γqBNλNAM ` σαptαqMNAN . (A.5)
As usual, this definition is equivalent to
pρζ˚Aqpvq “ ´Apρζvq . (A.6)
Next, we investigate the adjoint and coadjoint representations. The adjoint representation
acts on a “ ppM , qαq P g as δζa “ rζ, as, which yields in components
δζp
M “ λNBNpM ´ pNBNλM ,
δζq
α “ λNBNqα ´ pNBNσα ` fβγασβqγ .
(A.7)
The coadjoint representation acts on g˚, whose elements are functions A “ pAα, BM q with the
pairing g˚ b gÑ R defined as usual by an integral:
Apaq “
ż
dY
`
pMBM ` qαAα
˘
. (A.8)
10A related question is whether in (A.2) one could employ the full Lie derivative w.r.t. λ, which can only be
written if both indices are identified. It turns out that this would spoil closure.
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The coadjoint action is determined by requiring invariance of the integral and found to be
δζAα “ λNBNAα ` BNλNAα ` fαβγσβAγ ,
δζBM “ λNBNBM ` BMλNBN ` BNλNBM `Aα BMσα .
(A.9)
This definition of the coadjoint representation is of course equivalent to (4.16).
In order to relate to the embedding tensor formulation in arbitrary dimensions, we next
have to use the general fact that for any representation R there is a canonical map
pi : R b R˚ Ñ g˚ . (A.10)
(For R equal to g or g˚ this coincides with the coadjoint representation, and so this map is a
natural extension of our 3D construction based on the coadjoint representation.) This map is
defined as follows: Since its image is a coadjoint vector it naturally acts on adjoint vectors ζ,
and so we can define, for v P R, A P R˚,
ppipv,Aqqpζq ” pρζ˚Aqpvq . (A.11)
To illustrate this definition we note that for a finite-dimensional Lie algebra with generators tα
this reads in a basis
pipv,Aqα “ vM ptαqMNAN . (A.12)
We now evaluate (A.11) for our infinite-dimensional algebra and representations by computing
for the right-hand side with (A.5)
pρζ˚Aqpvq “
ż
dY
´
λM
`
vNBMAN ´ BM
`
vNAN
˘` γ BM`vNAN˘˘` σαvM ptαqMNAN¯ ,
(A.13)
where we integrated by parts in order to move derivatives away from λ. With the pairing (A.8)
we can then read off the map pi from the left-hand side of (A.11):
pipv,Aq “ `vM ptαqMNAN , ´BMvNAN ` γ BM`vNAN˘˘ . (A.14)
We are now ready to re-interpret the embedding tensor in these invariant terms. To this
end we return to the general form ΘM
α for the embedding tensor, which was employed for the
gauged supergravity relation
XMN
K “ ΘMαptαqNK , (A.15)
c.f. (4.1), and view it as a map
Θ : R b g˚ Ñ R . (A.16)
Contracting (A.15) with v, w P R and A P R˚ and recognizing the map (A.12), we can write
the Leibniz product on R via
Apv ˝ wq “ Θpv, pipw,Aqq . (A.17)
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We now claim that the Leibniz algebra defined by generalized Lie derivatives in generic
dimensions is defined through this relation upon taking the embedding tensor to be given, for
v P R, A “ pAα, BM q P g˚, by
Θpv,Aq “ ´
ż
dY
`
vMBM ´ κ ptαqMNAα BNvM
˘
, (A.18)
where κ is a constant to be determined. Note that the last term requires an invariant bilinear
form on the original Lie algebra g0 in order to raise the index on tα, which is the first time that
this assumption is needed. Evaluating the right-hand side of (A.17) with (A.14) we obtain
Θpv, pipw,Aqq “
ż
dY
`
vMBMwNAN ´ γ vMBM pwNAN q ` κptαqMNBNvMwKptαqKLAL
˘
.
(A.19)
Integrating by parts, this can be rewritten in terms of the standard form of the generalized Lie
derivative,
LvwM ” vNBNwM ` κ ptαqNM ptαqLK BKvLwN ` γ BNvNwM , (A.20)
as follows
Θpv, pipw,Aqq “
ż
dY
`LvwM˘AM . (A.21)
Provided we choose λ and κ, which so far are free parameters, appropriately (depending on the
group and representation R), the right-hand side is equal to Apv ˝ wq. This proves that the
Leibniz algebra of generalized Lie derivatives is recovered in accordance with the embedding
tensor construction (A.17).
As for the 3D case, it is illuminating to also view the embedding tensor as a map
ϑ : R Ñ g , (A.22)
defined, for v P R, A P g˚, by
Apϑpvqq ” ´Θpv,Aq . (A.23)
From (A.18) one finds that this map reads explicitly
ϑpvq “ `vM , ´κptαqMNBNvM˘ . (A.24)
One of the advantages of this map is that, again, we can define the Leibniz product (or gener-
alized Lie derivative) more explicitly by
v ˝ w ” ρϑpvqw . (A.25)
In order to prove that this is equivalent to (A.17) we act with a covector A P R˚:
Apv ˝ wq “ Apρϑpvqwq “ ´pρ˚ϑpvqAqpwq “ ´ppipw,Aqqpϑpvqq “ Θpv, pipw,Aqq , (A.26)
where we used (A.6) and (A.11). One may also quickly verify with (A.24) that (A.25) yields
the familiar formulas for generalized Lie derivatives (and thereby for the corresponding Leibniz
algebras).
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At this stage a cautionary remark is in order. In general, the embedding tensor map ϑ is
not gauge invariant. If ϑ were gauge invariant we would have an immediate proof of the Leibniz
relations as follows: Invariance means that, for v, w P R, the following expression vanishes:
Ωpv, wq ” δvpϑpwqq ´ adϑpvqϑpwq “ ϑpv ˝ wq ´ rϑpvq, ϑpwqs . (A.27)
The Leibniz relations in turn involve the combination
pv1 ˝ v2q ˝ w ` v2 ˝ pv1 ˝ wq ´ v1 ˝ pv2 ˝ wq
“ ρϑpv1˝v2qw ´ rρϑpv1q, ρϑpv2qsw
“ ρΩpv1,v2qw ,
(A.28)
where we used that ρ forms a representation of the Lie algebra g, and we recognized (A.27) in
the last step. Thus, invariance of ϑ or Ω ” 0 implies the Leibniz relations, but the converse is
not true: Due to the section constraints there are ‘trivial’ parameters, so that one may have
ρΩpv1,v2qw “ 0 without Ωpv1, v2q being zero. This is indeed what happens for generic ExFTs.
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